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(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)
(Atl parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

Explain the Core Marketing Concepts.

Discuss the importance of marketing.
Write short note on marketing management.

Define marketing environment.

What are the elements oft micro-environment of marketing?

Discuss the characteristics of consumer behavior.

Discuss the diflerent steps of product life cycle.

Compare among public, customer, and consumer.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of integrated marketing?

Explain the consumer behavior model.

Discuss the steps of buyer decisiorr process

Elaborate the stages of customer adaption.

Part : B
(Answer an-v three questions)

Discuss various positionirtg strategies in RMG sector.

How will 1,ou monitor the packaging of a batch production'/

Write shor-t rrote on niche nra'lielirrg.
Discuss about brar"rd value and brand ambassador.

What characteri sti cs affect s market di fferentiati o n ?

Discuss 4P in perspective of marketing mix'
Write short note on green marketing.
What are the benefits of market segmentation?

What are the major decisions in advertising?
Discuss the consumer sales promotion tools.
Explain various forms of direct marketing.

Write dor.,n the short notes on the fbllorvings
(a) Branding.
(b) Retailing.
(c) Pricing.
(d) Public relations.

Full Marks: 72

[5+5+2=121

[2+5+5=12]

[6+3+3=12f

16+4+2=121

[3+3+3+3=12]

[3+3+3+3=12]

14+4+4=12|
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Subject: Fabric Manufacturing_I (Code: FE-20I)

(Use separate answer script for partl A and part: B)(All parts of a question must b* urrrw".etr consecutivery)

Time: 3.0 Hrs.

(a)
(b)
(c)

2. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3. (a)
(b)
(c)

4. (a)
(b)
(c)

part: A
(Answer any three questions)

Differentiate betwee' precisio, wi nding ancl non-precisio, winding.Describe the working principle 
"ilrrt: winding machine.Discuss the different ty'pes of winding faults with their causes.

P,.fi:.* 
drafting-plan, tifting plan, and denting plan. [3+5+4=12;

Mention the different rypes of draftine plan with sketch.What do you mean.by plnning rrJ U.l* gaiting?
Show the process l,lowchart o?r".;;ing

state the function of expandabre reed ancr_tapered drum of sectionar *"*,rJlil#;::rrlWhat are the technical 
"hurg.u 

,rrrr*O due to sizing?what is section? How it.urib* .ur.ului*ar show a typicar carcuration.

Mention the different rinit of sizing nrachine. [4+5+3=12]

Ir?p*: a warping p.lan forurrip. EU,i.. (AssLrme all necessEnlist the rnajor faults o".,,rri,ig i;;;;;g. arv parameters)

Full Marks: 72

[4+6+2=121

5 (a)
(b)
(c)

(Answen rr?il": q uestions)
Introduce the historical developrnent of looms.
Write dovrn the features of pit loo*.
State the different motions of toom.

6. (a)
(b)
(c)

7. (a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

8

|:*,*-:dding mechanism with exarnptes. [4+3+5=l2l
uescflbe the different types ol.shed.
Explain Basic principle of slsa j;;quard shedding mechanism with neat sketch.

l$tify picking mechanism. t2+5+5=121
Differentiate between over picking and under picking mechanism.Briefly describe tl.re tertiary'*otloi.,, oia loom. tantsm.

write down the main fbatures of modern loom. [3+5+4=l2J
Mention different woven fabric faurts with causes ana remedies.

ffifi}'#fl 
Eccentricitv nu,* iiER;t M;ff;ffi':il'*rages and Disadvantages or

********** ts+3+4=l2l
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B,nr*CUIDESH UNTENSITY OP TE:rrILEg
B. Sc. in Textile Engineering (For Affiliated College)

Level-Z Term-II, Final Examinatior-20l8

Subiect: Statistics (Code: MS 201)

Full Marks: 72Time: 3.0 Hrs.

i. (a)

,:,

2. (a)

(b)

{Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B}

(AIt parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

What are the different methods of collecting primary data? Which method will you prefer

for collecting information regarding working environment of the workers of a knitting

factary?
Following data represents average number of clothes sewed in an hour by 45 workers of

ZhinShao Garments Ltd. Obtain u f.*qu"ocy distribution ofthe number of clothes sewed by

the workers. Illustrate the obtained distribution using a suitable diagram'

44 50 38 53 48 50 47 56 38 59 s6 4s 42 42 45 57 43 36 s8 36 4A $ 36

55 4s 42 44 46 3s 3s s0 s6 40 54 4s 36 4s 38 51 42 56 60 50 50 4s

[5+7=121

Why do we need measure of central tendency? Which measure of central tendency will
you prefer for a data with extreme values? Write down the. formulas for your preferred

method both for raw data and grouped data.

Following data comes from sewing rate for pocket setter AP-876 (for Jeans) in the sewing

section of fpnC Garments Ltd. Obtain arithmetic mean, geometric mean and harmonic

meafifor the data.

[6+6=12]

3. (a) Define measured of dispersion. Write down the types of the measures of dispersion

(b) Forthree non-zero Posi tive values. Show that AM > GM > HM.

(c) Calculate the arithmetic mean, geometric mean and harmonic mean from the following

information and also show that AM > GM > HM.
Marks

obtained
Below

10%
Below
20%

Below
30%

Below
40%

Below
5A%

Below
60%

Below
70%

Below
80%

Number of
students

,7 39 95 201 281 545 631 675

[3+4+5=12]

4. (a) Define Pie chart.

ibi Draw a pie chart for the following data: Cost of materials Tk. 40,000; Cost of labour Tk.

30,000; Direct manufacturing expenses Tk. 10,000; Factory overhead expenses Tk.

15,000; Miscellaneous expenses Tk. 5,000.

(c) Given below are the marks obtained 50 students in a certain examination:

(i) Construct a frequency table taking a suitable class interval.

(ii) Represent the table by a frequency curye.

3400-3700 3700-40003 100-34002500-2800 2800-3 1 00stil min
t24527 3520Number of occurance

68 76 6051 29 82 3066 78 60 4878 58 6787
78 32 45 2757 28 90 8063 68 53 1166 62 ZJ60 6l

64 2A 28 t2 9090 63 58 5784 37 67 8125 29 457A

Page: ll2
[2+4+6=121
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':" Part: B
(Answer any three questions)

(a) What is sampling? Discuss advantages and disadvantages of stratified sampling. A
researcher is asked to draw a sample of size 100 form all of the dyeing industries of
Bangladesh. Which sampting design is most applieable in this case? Justify your answer'

(b) Distinguish between point estimation and interval estimation. A sugar factory produces and

sells bags of refined sugar. The weights of the contents of these bags are normally'

distributid with standard deviation 2.2 ounces. The contents of a random sample of 25 bags

had mean weight 17.8 ounces. Find 95% confidence interval for the true mean weight for

all bags of sugar produced by the process. 
[6+f=12]

6. (a)

(b)

7. (a)

(b)

(c)

8

Define test of hypothesis, It is known from experience that the standard deviation of the

weight of 8 ounces packages of cookies made by a certain bakery is 0.16 ounces. To check

its production is under control on a given day, the true average of the packages is 8 ounces;

they select a random sample of 40 paokages and find their mean weight is 8.122 ounces.

Teit whether the production is under control or not at Sa/o level of significance.

Discuss the steps involved in an experimental design. Write short note on RBD and

explain which basic principle of experimental design it fulfills.
[6+6=121

What is statistical demand analysis. Write down the steps involved in demand forecasting

and discuss them.
Define index number. Write down the problems in the construction of index number and

three discuss them.
Compute fisher's ideal index from the following data and show that it satisfies time reversal

and factor reversal test:

[4+4+4=l2l
(a) Write on short notes: (i) Level of significance (ii) Type-I error and Type-II effor.

(b) Cost accounts often estimate overhead brand on the level of production. Estimate a

to future overhead:

Required: (i) Develop the regression
(ii) Predict overhead expenses when
(iii) Calculate the standard error of estimation.

equation for the cost accounts.

50 and 60 units are produced.

[3+9=121
{.,F ** ,.*

2A072046Commodity

5054 40A
809I 64B

10 7010 70C
4 16Z 10D

116 153 178155 280 113 234191 t70 272Overhead
oxpenses

30
a13t 4035 56 39 4840 42 53Production

Page:212
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Bnr*cIeDESH UTIveRSITY or TTxTILES
B. Sc. in Textile Engineering (For Affiliated Collage)

Level-2 Term-2, Final Examination-2019

Subject: Apparel Manufacturing-I (Code: AB 205 )

Time: 3.0 Hrs.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

a
J

4

I

2

7

8

Full Marks: 72
(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(AIl parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer any three questions)

What do you mean by category? Give some eramples.
Explain the role of a Textile Engineer in Textile industry and RMG sector.
Backward Linkage industry plays an important role in RMG Sector-Justi$ your answer.

12+6+'4=l2l
Differentiate between Basic Block and Production Pattern.
Define the following terms: Applique, Hemming, Bar tack, Flap.
List down different components of a Basic shirt with figr.rre.

Define market. {4+4+4=lzl

What are the types of fabric packages used in Apparel lndustry? Explain.
Discuss the method of drawing and duplicating a marker in short.

[1+5+6=12]
What is Rainbow Effect? How the tension of fabric can be minimized during spreading?
Discuss different spreading modes with necessary sketches.
Let, GSM of fabric:l50;No. of ply:S: Fabric width:l .2m;Lay length:3 m;
Wastage=300 gm, then find out actual consumption of fabric.

[3+5+4=12]
Part: B

(Answer any three questions)

Compare between Lining and Interlining.
Describe the feature and working principle of Flat bed fusing press machine with neat
sketch.
State the features of straight knife with advantages and disadvantages.

[3+4+5=12]
Briefly discuss different types of Stitch class with examples.
List down different types of sewing def.ects.
What are the features of Lock Stitch?

16+4+2=l2l
State the features of straight knife cutting machine.
Write short note on: Velcro and Button.
Describe the merits and demerits of Laser cutting.

What is Quality and Quality Control?
Discuss in details about the "international care labeling codeo'.

14+4+4=121

Write down the features and application of stitch class-300 and stitch class 500 with neat
sketch.

+*rr+***+*+* [2+4+6=12l

5 (a)
(b)

(c)

6. (a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)
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B^eNgUDEgH UNIrlEltSITY OF I E>rTILES

B. Sc. in Textile Engineering (For Affiliated College)

Level-2 Term-II, Final Examination-20l8

subject: Fundamentals of Mechanical Bngineering {code: IPE 203)

Full Marks: 72
Time: 3.0 Hrs.

1. (a)

(b)
(c)

2. (a)
(b)
(c)

3. (a)

(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

5, (a)
(b)
(c)

6. (a)

(b)

(c)

7. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

4

(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(All parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer any three questions)

Show that, the Carnot cycle Efficiency is, , :%* '

State Kelvin-planck Statement and Clausius Statement of 2nd Law of thermodynamics.

e qr*ifry of gas h* ;;;il;e of 0.14 m3 at a.pressure of t..5 bar and a temperature of 100'C' If
the gas is compressed at a constant press$e untii the volume becomes is 0.1 l2 m3. calculate the (i)

*oit aoo" in'compressing the gas and (ii)Hry}-giye1- out by tlre gas'

Assume that, Cr:1.005 KJfl{gK, Cu = 0'718 KJ/I(gK' 
[4+3+5=12]

What is Enthalpy, Entropy of a gas and Governing o{L.C' engine'

Oistinguish betv,reen simfle manometer and differential manometer.

I pip" 
"is* 

long is inctinea atan angle g.f 15" with the horizontal.'rhe smaller section of the pipe,

;lidh is at a ro#o i"rul, ir or B0min diameter and the larger section of the pipe is of 240mm

diameter as shown i" ng*L. Oetermine the difference of preisure between the two sections, if the

;il;'ilrli"r*1y taperiig and velocity of water at the smaller section is 2 m/s.
[3+3+6=12]

What is counter flow and parallel flow heat exchanger? Which will give better heat transfer?

Explain with graphical representation.
Deiive one diilensional heat conduction equation.

The inner & outer surface of a 0.5 cm thicli Zrn x 2m window glass is 1OoC & 3oC' If the thermal

conductivity of glass is 0.78 WmZ.
(i) Determiire the amount of heat loss in KW.
iiil n"termine the amount of heat loss in KJ, if it occurs 5 hour.

tiii) DJ"r*ine the arnount of heat loss in KW, if the SJas.s is. 1 cm thick'

tirip.t".*ine the amount of heat loss in KW, if area is doubled.
\4+4+4=121

Explain the functions of four important Boiler mountings'
St i* tt rt first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy

A cvlinder contained 4 kg of an ideal gas at a pressure 
-of-S _!-{t and temperature 35'!. lhe ga;.i-s

;#ffi;;diJia#;ritio nr"r presir,r" of 1il bars. Find: (i) Initial volume (ii) Final volume (iii)
Woik done (iv) Change of internal snergy. 

[4+4+4=lZl
Part: B

.- (Answer any three questions)

Show that, the intensity of pressure at any point in a fluid at rest is the same in all direction.

Differentiate between centfifugal pump and reciprocating pump'

;'e1p;fi"irrJ i" in *rt"ito i totit head of 40m atitie raie of 50lt/s. Find the power required

for the pump, if the overall\is 62%. 
I6+Z+4=tZl

Define factor of safety for ductile material and brittle material. Distinguish between Stress and

Strain.
ifro* tfrut the minimum force required to slide a body on a rough horizontal plane is

Pmin = Wsin 0.
Deduce ths torsion equation of a circular shaft'

14+4+4F121

Explain the principle of Bernoulli's equation and derive it'

a5* f"rrg Utth end fixed (100mm x 20mm).T section column withstands critical load. Consider,

modulus irehsticity 207 Gpa. Determine critical load of the column. 
[4+g=lz]

Explain the application of complesse!. air in textile iqdgstry'

d;iid;;rd bar of diameter d is subject to Tarque T that produces 50 Kw power and rotates at

300 RpM. Find the value of d, maximum shear stress and agle of twist are 60 Mpa and 5o. Given,

leneth of the bar: l00mm, modulus of rigidity 79.3 Gpa'

;]il;6;;;port"AU.u* of rpun 3 m is i"rrying two point loads and a uniformaly distributed

i"ra il Jrrlriiil hfin. Draw shear force anh binding moment diagram. calculate also maximum

bending moment from this figure. 
2 KN z KN/m 4KN

8

(c)



--E}ANGLADESH u NIYERSITY oF TExTILES
B. Sc. in Textile Engineering (For Affiliated College)

Level-2 Term-II, Final Examination-2018

subject: Fundamentals of Electrical & Electronic Engineering (code: MDM 201)

Time: 3.0 Hrs. Full Marks: 72

(UseseparateanswerscriptforPart;AandPart:B)
(AIl parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

1. (a) What do you understand by the terms potential and current?

ibi Write down the characteristics of series and parallel circuit.

(c) Calculate the current through 4C) resistance by using Thevevin therom of the following

circuit. All resistance in ohms.

)
12+4+6=121

(a) Define parameter and node with example'

(b) State and explain Kirchhoff s law.

i;i Gt"e KCL, find the values of the current /r and /z in the circuit of fig. Which contains

current dependent current source. 
4

9A e-$-

J

4

(a) What is alternating current?
(b) If R= 10Q, L:0.056 H and C:50 yi.Calculate impedance oftheRLC

frequency 60H2.
(c) I 10 volts are applied to a seris circuit consisting of 8Cf resistance, 0.0531

$g.7 $. capacitance. when frequency 1lHzcalculate (i) Impedance (ii)
Power factor (iv) Power (v) Voltage across R, L and C'

12+4+6=12l

branch when

H inductance and

Cunent (iii)

[2+4+6=12l

12+4+6=t2l

5

(a) Define form factor aqd pack factor.

(b) what is polyphase system? write down the advantage of 3<p system.

(c) Derive the iipression for instantaneous current and power when altemating voltage is

applied to a purely resistive element 'R' branch'
[2+4+6=t2l

Part: B
(Answer any three questions)

(a) Why transformer rating is KVA not KW?
(b)Provethat,frequencyofrotorcurrentisfl=sxf,wheresymbo1shavetheirmeaning.

ir) The maximum'flux iensity in the core of 250/3000v, 50Hz single phase transformer is 1.2

weber per meter square. if tnr e.rn.f per turn is 8 volts. Determine the (1) primary and

secondary turn Q) arcaof the core.

6. (a) State Faraday's two laws of electromagnetic induction.

O) Explain eddy current loss and hysteresis loss in a transformer

(c) Derive the EME equation of a transformer"

7

12+4+6=12l

(a) What is substation?

iUl List and explain four common equipment's of a switchgear.

i"i Discuss about HT and LT for elettiical power system. Draw a typical AC power supply

scheme.
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Lev el-Z Term-II, Final Examination-20 18

Subject: Short Staple Spinning-Il (Code: YL 207)

Time: 3.0 Hrs.

1. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

7. (a)

(b)

(c)

3. (a)

(b)

(c)

4. (a)

(b)

(c)

s. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6.

7. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

8. (a)

ft)

Full Marks: 72

(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(AIl parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer any three questions)

Write the frrnction of tap former.

Write down the specification of super lap former.

Why lap feed is required instead of sliver in a comber? Explain shortly.

Draw a lap former and describe its working principle.

[3+2+3+4=l2l
What is noil? How to calculate noil?

Describe the combing operation with necessary diagram.

Find out the production in kglday of a comber from the following data-nips/min:300,

feed per nip : 6.5 mm, no. of head: 8, lap weight : 1200 grains/yd, noil extraction: 18%

and effrciency =90o4.

{2+1+3=121
Narrate the winding principle used in a roving frame.

Mention the faults occurred in a speed frame. Write the causes and remedies of the faults.

Briefly write about the recent developments in Roving frame machine.

[5+5+2=12]
Write short note on spacer used in roving frame machine.

Briefly describe the building mechanisrn of a roving frame.

There are six roving frames in a spinning mill. Each frame is running with following

parameters- spindle speed: 1400, roving hank:0.8 Ne, TPI = 1.02, efficiency:850/0,

wastage : A.5o/o, no.of spindle per frame : 12A. Calculate the production in kg per shift per

frame.

[3+5+4=121
Part: B

(Answer any three questions)

Why ring spinning is an universal spinning system?

Discuss the factors considered for selection a traveler in ring frame.

Write the causes of end breakage.

Find out the number for long ring frame required to produce 2000 pounds/day if spindle

speed: 17000 !pm, yarn count: 30Ne, efficiency :95Yo, TM = 4.5.

[2+3+4+3=121

Make a spin plan to produce 30 tons/day of 30 Ne card yarn.

t12l
Draw the material passage diagram of a ring frame.

Mentioa the limitations of ring frarne.

Draw a spindle and write the function of spindle.

State the pmameters which should be changed of a ring frame for changing yarn count 30

Ne to 80 Ne.

[2+3+4+3=12]
Briefly describe the working procedure of a winding machine.

Discuss about the faults classification matrices of a winding machine.
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Subiect: Weaving-I (Code: FE 205)

Time: 3.0 Hrs.
Full Marks: 72

(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(Allpartsofaquestionmustbeansweredconseeutively}

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

(a) Defrne the brake with classification'

iUl Show the chronological delg|lfment of looms'

iri Write down the features of Chittaranjan loom'

iOl Discuss the tertiary motions of loom'

(a) What do You mean bY casting out?

(b) Illustrate any type ofjacquard shedding rnechanism'

i"i Differentiate between dobby and jacquard'

(d) Define card cutting and lacing'

[2+3+3+4=12]

12+5+3+2=l2l

3. (a) Define loom and show a typical calculation of shed open time, picking time and beating

time for a standard loom cYcle'

(b) Make peg plan fo, ] t*itt design'

(c) Illustrate various typ.t of shed with shed position diagram' 
[4+3+5=121

4. (a) what is shedding? Mention the classification of shedding.

ib) Discuss the basic components of shed geometry'

iri Describe the negative tappet shedding mechanism with neat sketch'
14+4+4=L2l

Part: B
(Answer anY three questions)

5. (a) Di{ferentiate between over picking and under p^icking mechanism'

iUl Briefly describe the different types of picking faults'

(c) Find out the picking force of uioo* running atZ}a ppm which has a reed space of 60" and

mass of shuttle is 0'42 kg' 
l4+4+4=l*l

6. (a) If the ppM (picks per Minute) of a tappet loom is 210, calculate the Shedding, Picking, and

Beat up time for a typical loom cycle'

(b) Define Double beat up mechanism with its advantages.

(c) Describe the working principle of 'Crank and crank arm beat up' mechanism with neat

sketch' 
[3+4+5=12]

7. (a) write down the definition and function of let off motion.

(b) What is meant bY Pick sPacing?

(o) Narrate 7-wheel take up mechanism'

(d) Find out loom constantfor 7-wheel take up motion if PPI arc 52 and change pinion is 52T'

[3+1+6+2=12]

g. {a) Which motion of loom is responsible for the PPI of a woven fabric? Briefly describe with

necessary examPles'
(b) How does 5- Wireel differ fuom7 Wheel Take up mechanism?

(c) Narrate the causes of warp and weft breakages during weaving'
[5+4+3=12]

1

2.
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(Use separate ansrver script fbr Part: A and Part: B)
(All parts of a question must be ans*'ered consecutively)

Part: A
(Ansrver anv tltree questions)

1. (a) "Quality of a product mainl.v depends on 3lV{'s''- Explaii-r,
(b) Write down the objectives of sanrpiing.
(c) Differentiate between Random sanrpling and Biased sampiing.
(d) What do you mean b1' staple length and 2.50h span length.

[3+3+3+3=12]
2. (a) How does longer fiber enhance the product quality and profit money?

(b) Briefly explain hysteresis effect.
(c) Describe the factors affecting Moisture Itegain of textile materials.
(d) The count of yarn was 30 Tex and it has been lbund that the moisture regain at the time of

testing was 5oZ. Find or-rt the count of the yarn corrected to a standard regain of 7 .Sat'o.

l3+2+4+3=l2l
3. (a) Write dorvn the imporlance of maturity of cotton fiber.

(b) Prove that Maturity ratio, fv'f: ffi+0.7, where N: no. of normal fibers and D: no, of dead

fibers.
(c) Describe WIRA cotton fineness meter u,ith figure and determine the cotton fiber fineness

of a supplied sample.

[3+4+5=12]
4. (a) Define humidity, relative humiditl' and absolute humidity.

(b) Explain the absorption curves of rvool, cotton. viscose. acetate and nylon fibre.
(c) Differentiate between process control and product control.
(d) Calculate the CIW of 65i35 Polyester/Cotton blended 1'arn if the oven dry weight of the

consignment is 275 Kg.
[3+4+2+3=12]

Part: B
(Ansrver any three questions)

5. (a) Define English Count, Tex, and Denier.
(b) Calculate the yam length of which weight is 1.2 kg and count number is 30 Ne.
(c) Explain the twist measurement procedure with ordinary twist tester.
(d) Write short note on Classimat.

[3+3+3+3=12]
6. (a) What are the objectives o1't-abric testing?

(b) Describe the method of measuring burstirrg strength of fabric with sketch.
(c) What is the effect of crimp on fabric properties?
(d) Calculate the reed width required to give a cloth with a loom state width of 38% if

c;lmpoh is 6ah.

[2+4+3+3=12]
7. (a) Illustrate the fabric thickness measllrenlent prooedure.

(b) How fabric weight can be measured by GSM Cutter?
(c) Introduce thread densitl,' and stitch density.
(d) Detine fabric stiffhess, handle and drape.

[3+3+3+3=12]
8. (a) What is meant by air resistant and air permeability of fabric?

(b) Describe the factors that affecting the flame resistance properties of a f-abric.

(c) Distinguish betw,een rvater proof and rvater repellent f'abrics.

(d) Briefly discuss the spray test method fbr measuring wet ability of tabric,

[2+3+3+4=12]
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(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(Allpartsofaquestionmustbeansweredconsecutively)

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

(a) Define crystallinity and amorphousness. which properties of fibre are influenced by

crystallinitY and amorPhousness?

(b)Whichmodernmethodsareusedtoidentifyfibrestructure?

G) Explain X-ray diffraction method to identify fibre'
14+2+6=12l

(a) $/rite the application of infrared radiation and Scanning Electron Microscope'

(b) write the advantages of infrared radiation method over X-ray diffraction method'

(c) which factors influence the result of tensile experiment and how?

14+4+4=l2l

3. (a) State the effects of frictional properties from fibre to fabric stage'

(b)Howtheexcessivefrictionalintensitycanbeminimized?
(c) write down the importance of heat setting in textile processing'

{4+4+4=l2l

(a) Define Bi-refringence.

(b) Write down the requirements of dichroism'

G) Discuss the factors on w'hich the fibre lusture depends on.

ial Why synthetic dresses are not suitable in summer or rvinter season?

[2+2+5+3=12]

Part: B
(Answer anY three questions)

(a) what is static electricity? write down the theories of static electricity'

i6l State the problems occwred due to static electricity formation during textiles processing?

i"; Discuss the measurement of static electricity by Farad's cylinder'
[(2+2]+4+4=l2l

(a) Through light on'ideal fibre migration''

(b) Discuss the pardmeters on which the fibre migration depends on.

(ri Describe the riding's method for measurement of ideal fibre migration'

[2+4+6=t2l

(a) Define thermal conductivity, heat setting, birefringence, and Tg.

(b) Explain the effects of yarn twist on yam strength'

(c) Find out following geometrical relation tan0 : ff *o* idealized helical yarn structure,

where the symbols have their usual meanings"

Define yarn jamming, warp jamming, and weft jamming

Exptain the methods of minimizing static electricity'

Write short notes on: shear, drape, and buckling'

2

4

5

6.

7

[4+4+4=12]

8. {a)
(b)

(c) r-rni/-<4,

t

t
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(UseseparateanswerscriptforPart:AandPart:B)
(AII parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer anY three questions)

(a) Write down the standard specification of a textile dye house water.

iUl What are the potential probl"*s caused by hard waler in textile wet process?

1ci What are the factors should be considered in the selection of soap?

(d) Calculate the water hardness in PPM of water containing 0.22 grrl/L CaSOa.

[3+5+3+1=12]

Z. (a) What is Bio-Polishing? Write the differences between Singeing and Bio-Polishing.

{b) Explain the eleansing action of soap.

(c) Prove that, all soaps are detergent but all detergents are not soap.

14+4+4=l2l

3. (a) What is enzymatic desizing? Describe anenzyffratic desizing of cotton fabric with suitable

recipe and process Parameters.
Wtrat are the precautions should be taken in case of scouring in kier boiler?

How can scouring effect be assessed?

Why protein fibre are bleached by reducing agent?

Write the advantages of H2O2 bleaching.

Explain the faults of bleaching.
Write the basic requirements of dyeing machine.

[(1+4]+3+4=12]

[1+3+4+4=12]

6. (a)
(b)

Part: B

(Answer any three questions)

Define the following terms- (i) Hue, (ii)'fint, (iii) Shade, and (iv) Tone.

Write the properties of direct dye'

Classify dyestuff according to application.
Sho*'the basic differences between dye and pigment'

[2+3+3+4=121
How can we improve the fastness properties of direct dyes'i

Compare u*ong different methods of dyeing polyester fibre with disperse dye. Which

method is better? - Justifo your answer.

Why reduction clearing is necessarl, after d.veing with disperse dye? Give a suitable recipe(c)
for reduction clearing Process.

(d) What is diffusion number?
13+4+(2+2)+1=121

(a) Why reactive dyes are so named?

(b) What is hydrolysis of reactive dye? How can we prevent it?

(c) Explain the mechanism of dyeing with Vat Dye.

1

(b)
(c)

4. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

s. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1

8 (a) What is mordanting?
(b) How acid dyes bond with nylon fiber?
(c) Write the factors affecting the color fastness properties-

(d) Write short note on- (i) Grey Scale, (ii) Blue Scale.

12+4+6=lXl

[2+3+3+4=12]
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2

Time: 3.0 Hrs.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)

3. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

4. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)

6. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(.a1

(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Full Marks: 72
(Use separate answer script for Part: A and Part: B)

(All parts of a question must be answered consecutively)

Part: A
(Answer any three questions)

Discuss about the flbre properties that are considered fbr mixing.
Write about the usefuh-ress of bale r-nanagement.

State the process f-low chart o1' l2 Nc rotor carded yarn.

17+3+2=l2l
State the most important objective of'bloiv room.
Discuss the technical points consiclerecl tbr opcning and cleaning.
A cotton af 3% trash is l'eed to a L.rlorv room having 65% cleaning etficiency. If the card
sliver contains 0.45% trash, What would be the cleaning etficiency of the card?

[5+3+4:121
What is NRE%?
Drar,v a carding machine and describe thc stripping, cardir-rg, and doffing action.
Write a short note on cald clotlring.
Find out the production in kg,day o1' 10 carding machine tiom the tbllowing data:-
delivery speed:200mimir.i. dol'l'er tlizt '''27 irrch, etf iciency-90%,, waste=30lo, and sliver
weighrT0 grains/5,'d,

[2+4+3+3=12]
What is roller setting?
Mention the function of a drau f}ame.
Describe a modern dra{ting systcm Lrsecl in cirarv fl'ame.
Irind out DCP to prodLrce 60 grainsi.v-d sliver 1r'om 62 grains/yd sliver if delivery
speed:4O0mimin. no. of doubling"S, drafi consiant:320.

[1+]+4a4=121
Part: B

(Ansrver an1' three questions)

Describe the operating principlc olii simplcx rnachrne rvith figure.
Why simplex is essential lbr ling spinning'/
Find out sirnplex production in kg/day i1': Irlver speed=1400 rpm. roving count:490 Tex.
TPI:1.18, total spindles:1 20 and elficiencv-S70,,6,

17+3+2:121
Define noilo/a. How to calculate noil9zo?

Write dorvn the tunction of indcx r,vheel.

Mention the factors ',vhich eflects on noil extraction percentage.
Describe the lap preparatioll proce ss tbr contbcr.

[3+2+3+4=12]
Describe the tirnctions of ring fi.anre.
Write the function of trar,'eler, rinp.. and spacer.
Find out production in kgishift il spindle speed:17000, total spindles:30000, yarn
count:30/l Ne, TM:3.6, and etli:L)7o/a.

[5+4+3=12]
Mention the ob.jectives o1' r.vincl i ng.

Write the working principle o1'a .ALr1o (loncr luilh ligure.
Whv yarn conditioning is dorrc in spinnirrg.
Describe the finishing process scqlrence and describe ir.

[2+4+2+4=l2l

5

7
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